Abstract-The object of this paper is to outline a stability theory based on functional methods. Part I of the paper was devoted to a general feedback con&pration. Part I1 is devoted to a feedback system consisting of two elements, one of which is linear time-invariant, and the other nonlinear.
( i ) N satisfies (i) and is memoryless and time-invariant.
(iii) N satisfies (ii) and has a restricted slope. The author is with the Department of Electrical Engineering, 1 X single input x, multiplied by real constants a1 and a*, is added single-input system, in which the element closest to the input is in a t two points. By setting a1 or a s to zero, it is possible to obtain a either the linear element or the nonlinearity. The terms w l and ZIP are fixed bias functions, which will be used to account for the effects of initial conditions. The variables el and e2 are outputs. supposed, for the moment, that N has no mernoq-. These assumptions are among, the simplest xvhich ensure that the system is both (i) general enough to have many applications (ii) complicated enough to exhibit such characteristic nonlinear phenomena as jump resonances, subharmonics, etc.
The object here is to find stability conditions for the closed-loop system. For practical reasons, it is desirable to express these conditions in terms of quantities that can be measured experimentally, such as frequency responses, transfer characteristics, etc. In particular, the follon-ing question is of interest: Imagine that the graph of N lies inside a sector of the plane, as shown in Fig.  2(a) , and that the frequency response of H is plotted in the complex plane; can the complex plane be divided into regions that are "safe" or "unsafe" as far as stability is concerned? I t will be shown that, with certain qualifications, such a division is possible. In fact it has already been shou-n in Part I that such regions, called "conic sectors," exist in a quite general sense. Here these general results will be applied to some concrete situations, involving frequency responses, etc. (Fig. 2, which illustrates the simplest of the results to be obtained here, gives some idea of what is being sought.)
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEX
The purpose of this section is to define H a n d N, and to \\-rite feedback equations. H and N will be represented by input-output relations or by operators, in keeping with the theory outlined in Part I. and (iii) f o r a n y real x, &Y(x')dx' is finite.
Xn operator in 32. is memoryless, time-invariant, not necessarily linear, and can be characterized by a graph in the plane. The letter will indicate the graph of N. DEFINITION. 6: i s the class of those operators H o n L2, satisfying a n equation of the type2 
Feedback Equations
Consider the feedback system of Fig. 1 In Part I, the concepts of conicity and positivity were subdivided into categories such as "instantaneous" conicity, "incremental" conicity, etc. T h e definitions of these terms are listed in Appendix 4. 
Linear Time-Invariant Operators
Consider the operator class 2 ; it will be shown, roughly speaking, that a conic sector has a counterpart in the frequency plane, in the form of a circular disk (see Fig. 4 ). This disk degenerates into a half-plane in the case of a positive operator. (6) (The integral on the right-hand side of ( 6 ) 
Composition Products and Sector Prodacts
The composition product of two positive operators need not be positive. Those special cases in which the product is positive are of interest because they give a tighter bound on the composite behavior than 11-ould be obtained in general. (They form the basis of the factorization method of Section 5.2.)
Similarly, those special cases in which the product of two sector operators lies inside the "product sector" are of interest.
is the sector f a , b } , where [a, p ] In other 11-ords, product sectors behave like pointwise products of the corresponding real intervals (see Fig. 5 ).
I t is easy to show that if both operators are memoryless, say if both operators are in %, then their product has the above mentioned properties. [This can be shown by expressing the ratio X1 (:V2(x) )/x as the product ( X l ( y ) / y ) X(:V2(x)/x), where y A 1 V 2 ( x ) . ] IIore difficult are cases in u-hich one operator is in X and the other is in 2, as in Lemmas 2 and 3.
A Memoryless LVonlinearity and a Firsf-Order Mzdtiplier
The following lemma is the basis for Popov's condition (Section 5.1). 
A Mernoryless L\Tonlin.earity and an &e Multiplier
-4 situation resembling Lemma 2, but with N more restricted and K more general, is considered next. K is taken to be a sum of first-order terms, of a type that can be realized as the driving-point impedance of an RC network (see Guillemin [ 2 ] , ch. 4). 
DEFIWTIOS: Let

CIRCLE CONDITIONS FOR STABILITY
Consider now the main problem of this paper, namely, the problem of stability for the loop of Fig. 1 
In other words, the complex plane is divided into two regions, shaped either like a circular disk and its complement, or like two half-planes. (The case a>O is illustrated in Fig. 2.) One of the regions will be called "permissible" and the other will be called "critical." If HCjo) does not enter or encircle the critical region, then the closed loop is bounded. If, in addition, N is incrementally inside ( a , , then the closed loop is continuous. These results are formalized in the following theorem : 
Tken the closed-loop operators El and E2 are L2-bounded (L2-continuous).
The Circle Theorem is based on Theorem 2 of Part I. I t was assumed in Theorem 2 that al and a2 were real constants. However, with only minor changes in the proof, i t can be shown that Theorem 2 holds more gen- The Circle Theorem can be viewed as a generalization of Nyquist's criterion,6 in which a critical region replaces the critical point. For a given N there are two critical regions, one for boundedness and one for continuity. I t can be shown that the continuity region always contains the boundedness region (see Example l and Fig. 5 ).
The Circle Theorem will serve as the generating theorem for the rest of this paper; i.e., the remaining results will be obtained as corollaries to the Circle Theorem by variously constraining the form of N . In particular, the following corollary is obvious. 7(a), and N be the relation in m0 defined by the equation
4 Circle Condition for Instantalzeous ,Vonlinearitiesi
Nx(t) = [l +sin2 ( t ) ] -X O ( x ( t ) ) .
Find the critical regions for boundedness and continuity. (b) Repeat for the function shown in Fig. 7(b) .
(a) Observe that ;Jro is inside the sector 1/3, 1 ] and that the time-varying gain [l+sin2 ( t ) ] is inside the sector { 1, 2 1. I t follows that N is inside the product sector, { 1!3, 1 ) X { I , 2 1 = { 1/3, 2 1. Corollary 1 therefore implies that the critical region for boundedness is a disk, as shown in Fig. 7 . However, since N is multivalued, and therefore not incrementally in any sector, Corollary 1 provides no information about continuity.
(b) The same results as in (a) are obtained for boundedness. In addition, N is incrementally inside { 1/6, 4}, and a continuity disk is obtained, as shown in Fig. 7 .
More accurately, of the sufficient part of N?;quist's criterion. 7 Similar or closely related circle conditions were found independently by the author [la] , Sandberg [j], Sarendra and Goldwyn [6], and Kudrewicz [7] .
IEF,E TR.4NSACTIONS ON .4UTOMATIC CONTROL JULY
Observe that the nonlinearity N in Corollary 1 cap2 be time-varying and can have memory. In fact, very little has been assumed about the detailed character of N . The price paid for this is that Corollary 1 is often conservative, i.e., the critical region is too large. This is especially true of the boundedness condition (see Example 2). The continuity condition probably gives a quite fair estimate of n-hat to expect. In fact, an approximate analysis, based on the harmonic balance method (cf. Hatanaka [SI), suggests that continuity breaks down in the follo\ving way: There is a zone, inside the critical continuit); disk, in lvhich jump-resonance phenomena occur. The zone is not much smaller than the continuity disk. Furthermore, the magnitudes of jump resonances depend on the Syquist diagram behavior inside the continuity disk.
. CONDITIONS WITH TRAKSFERRED ~IULTIPLIERS
The next two corollaries can be viewed as attempts to reduce the size of the critical region, at the cost of added restrictions on N . In certain cases, i t will be possible to remove a "multiplier" K from the linear element, before applL-ing the Circle Theorem. The removal of K n-ill shift the frequency response of the remainder, Hlcjw), an-ay from the critical region. Thus the effective size of the critical region will be reduced.
Popov's Condition
Consider the feedback system of Fig. 1 , under the same conditions as in Corollary 1, b u t 11-ith the added constraint that N is a memoryless, time-invariant operator. The follou-ing condition for boundedness (not con- limits the result to that configuration in which the directions of f l o~ is from the input to H to N .
PROOF OF COROLLARY 2. The feedback equations n-ill be transformed, as illustrated in Fig. 8 ; i.e., H will be split into a product, H = KH1, and the multiplier K n-ill be transferred into a composition with N . I t n.ill then be shon-n, in Step 1, that the transformed equations are bounded, and, in Step 2, that they are equivalent to the original equations as far as stability is concerned. Letting ZQ' = w.+X-%?, and recalling that az = 0, consider the equations of the transformed s);stem of Fig. 8 ,
Let E: and E; be the closed-loop relations for (12a)-(12b). STEP 1. El' and &' are L2-bounded. This follows from the Circle Theorem \Those hypotheses are satisfied because: wg' is in L z by assumption 11,'; N K is in the product sector { a, 01 X { 0, 1 } by Lemma 2 ; and N K satisfies the appropriate circle conditions. STEP 2 . I t \vi11 be shown (belon-) that
Since &' and &' have been proved L2-bounded, and since K is certainly L?-bounded, it follows that El and & are L2-bounded. To prove (13b), recall that & and E2' are subsets (of a product space), so t h a t i t is enough to establish that each contains the other. Suppose that (x, e2) is an element of &; by definition of E,, there is an el in Lfe satisfying (3a)-(3b) ; let el' =el and e9, =w2'+H1el. Direct substitution shows that ( x , el', e2') satisfies (12a)-(12b), so that ( x , e?') belongs to E;. Substitution also shows that e2 = Ke.', so that ( x , e.) is in KE2'. Since ( x , ez) is an arbitrary element of E?, it follows that KE; contains E?. I t can similarly be shoxn that E. contains KG', so that (13b) holds. The proof of (13a) is similar. Q.E.D. EXAMPLE 2. Let N be the operator in 31 whose graph is shown in Fig. 9 
(a), and let H ( s ) = k / ( s + X ) ( s + p ) .
For what values of R is the closed-loop Lz-bounded? Compare Corollaries 1 and 2.
Here N is inside { 0, 1 1, so the critical region is a halfplane, Re { . < -1 + 6, in both corollaries. I n Corollary 2 let K ( s ) =X/(s+X) and Hl(s) = k / X ( s + p ) ; the following estimates are obtained:
Corollary 2 is less conservative than Corollary 1, as i t shows the closed loop to be bounded for all positive k . 
The Factorization Xethod
The proof of Corollary ' 2 suggests a method for generating a class of Popov-like conditions. The method consists of a factorization of H into H = K H l , followed by the transformation of (3a)-(3b) into (l2a)-(12b) folloxed by an application of the Circle Theorem. Various stability conditions are produced by variousl~r choosing the multiplier K.
The method has two preconditions:
(Ia) Either K-l exists or a2 = 0.
(Ib) There is a w2' in La such that Ked2') = w2.
These preconditions ensure that (3) are transformable into (12). Sote that if K-I exists, then a2 need not be zero; however, in that case, (12b) must be modified by the addition of a term a i x where a~x = K -' a 2 x (that is, a2/ is a relation on L Z J . (ii) a2 need not be zero if K ( x ) > 0.
(iii) If a>O, the critical region predicted by Corollary 3 (a disk) is sometimes smaller than by Popov's method (which always gives a half-plane for a>O). E x u f P L E 3. Let N be the operator in 51 whose graph is shown in Fig. 9(a) Figure 10 (a) illustrates the significant features of the Nyquist diagram of H ( j w ) (not drawn to scale). Observe that Hcjo) has two "pass bands," one for r-"w <r-l and the other for r <w < r 2 ; these "pass bands" produce the two loops in Fig. lO(a) . Note that the critical region is the same half-plane in a11 corollaries, namely, Re { . ] 2 -1 +6.
were introduced by the author in Reference [la!. A related method in 
COMMESTS AXD CONCLUSIOKS
Circle Conditions
The main result here is the Circle Theorem. The Circle Theorem is a sufficient condition for closed-loop stability, which requires the nonlinearity N to lie inside a sector, but which leaves N free othern-ise. T h e other conditions are all corollaries of the Circle Theorem.
Corollary 1 is probably the most useful result, since i t roughs out the region of stability, with a minimum of restrictions on N. Hou-ever, it is often conservative.
Corollaries 2 and 3 provide a tradeoff betn-een limitations on N and limitations on H(jw). Probably more significant than the actual conditions is the fact that there is a method of generating them, namelL-, the factorization method. The results derived in Part I1 hold for nonzero initial conditions in the linear element, pro\:ided the "zeroinput response" zuz satisfies the indicated restrictions. the condition of positivity, (x, Hx)>O, is equivalent (by Lemma 1) to the phase condition, I t may be \vorth\vhile t o see what the theorems of P a r t I mean in terms of gain and phase shift. This can be done n-ith the help of Lemma 1. Theorem 1 of P a r t I can be viexved as a generalization to nonlinear timevarying systems of the rule that, "if the open-loop gain is less than one, then the closed loop is stable." Theorem 3 can be viewed as the generalization of, "if the openloop absolute phase shift is less than 180' then1' the closed loop is stable." Theorem 2 places gain and phase shift in competition, permitting large gains a t small phase shifts, etc.
Extensions of the Theory
Conclzrsions
Some of the salient features of the functional theory are :
(i) I t provides an alternative to the method of Liapunov, an alternative resembling the classical KyquistBode theory.
(ii) I t is n-ell suited to input-output problems.
(iii) I t is free of state-space restrictions, and is therefore useful for distributed systems, h>-steritic systems, etc. I t also lends itself well to multivariable systems.
(iv) I t unifies several results in stability theory. In particular, it is noteviorthy that Popov's condition, the slope-restricted-N result, etc., can all be derived from the Circle Theorem.
(v) I t has led to some new results, notably Corollary 3 and [lb] .
The theory outlined here is probably still far from its definitive form. Nevertheless, it provides enough insight to make possible a reasonably srstematic design of stabilizers.
APPEX'DIX A DEFINITIONS OF CONICITY ASD POSITIVITY I t will be assumed that H is a relation in 6 i 0 and that c, r>O, and a l p are real constants.
GROUP I. '(Increnzental" Conditions
H is incrementally interior conic if H is incrementally inside the sector { a , /3 1 if
The limits in the mean in (Bl)-(B2) exist, and x1(7)
H is incrementally positive if (where the inequalities of Group I hold for all x and y in Do(H) and all t 2 0 ) . T h e definitions of an operator that is "exterior" conic or "outside" a sector, are identical to the preceding ones except for a reversal of the inequality sign, and will therefore be omitted.
REMARK: If H is incrementally inside { a , p) then H is inside { a , /3 1. Similarly, each inequality in Group I implies a corresponding inequality in Section 3.
GROUP I I. "Instantaneous" Conditions
H is instantaneously inside the sector { a , p ) if
H is instantaneously positive if x ( t ) . H x ( t ) 2 0
(x E Lze; t 2 0).
GROUP I I I . ('Instantaneous Incremental" Conditions
H is instantaneously incrementally inside the sector { a , B ) if
Hx(t) -H y ( f )
.I5
H is instantaneously incrementally positive if REMARK: If H is instantaneously inside { a , O f , then R is inside { a , /3}. Similarly, each inequality in Group I1 implies a corresponding inequality in Section 3. Also each inequality in Group I11 implies a corresponding inequality in Group 11.
APPESDIX B LEMMA 1
T h e proof of Lemma l(b) will be based on the Principle of the Argument, a theorem of Paley and V i ' * a lener, and Parseval's theorem. The proofs of Lemmas l(a) and l(c), being straightforward applications of ParseVal's theorem, will be omitted.
Some preliminary lemmas and properties will now be introduced.
I;-* s , ' 
One consequence of Property D is that every mapping of the type defined by the right-hand side of (2) is an operator'6 on Lze, and belongs to (510.
. 2 . Some Consequen.ces of :lTonenci-rclernent
A contour in the complex plane will be said to have Property N if it does not pass through or encircle the origin. To prove that H ( I ' E ) [by inequality (8) 
B.4. Proqf of Lemma l(b)
-
s, z. :Y(y(T))dT =
Since K is in 2, y ( t ) is given bq; a convolution integral, whose kernel is fixed for a fixed x, and whose limits of integration are 0 and t ; therefore y(0) = 0. Furthermore, since N is positive, its graph lies in the first and third quadrants. I t follows that the right-hand side of (C2) is non-negative. Q.E.D.
C . l . Proof of Lemma 2
Part a ) I t is required to show that, for an!, given x in LZe and any given t 2 0 , the inequality
holds. For this purpose, make the following substitutions:
Write y f Kx, and observe that, since K ( s ) = k X / ( s + X ) , y is differentiable and (C3) is therefore equivalent to Now k and X are positive by hypothesis; the first integral in ( C j ) is non-negative bq; Assertion 2 ; the second integral is non-negative, since N is a positive operator; therefore (Cj) is true. Q.E.D.
Part b) I t will be assumed, for simplicity, that p > O .
CASE ,4. Suppose a: 2 0 . I t must be shown that NK is inside (a:, p } X { 0, k 1. This is equivalent to saying
( C6) (C6) is equivalent to the inequality
where y = Kx. Now recalling that ( x t , ( N y ) t ) equals the left-hand side of (Cj), we get
Observing that, for a z o , ; V satisfies the inequality BY (.) . N (~( T ) ) 2 be similarly defined.
Since N+ is clearly inside { 0, p { , Case A implies that N+K is inside { 0, kp 1. Similarly N -K is inside { k a , 0 1.
On summing the sectors of N+K and N -K (by the Sum Rule of P a r t I ) i t is found that N K is inside { Ka, k p ) ;
Before proving Lemma 3, a few related assertions will be introduced. 
Son-, observing that Bi>O, &Assertion 2 implies that (i, [N(Biz) ],) is non-negative. Observing that Izi is positive, the right-hand side of (D4) is non-negative by Assertion 4. Thus Case 2 is proved. CASE 3. Here F,,,y=h,,,? if K ( x ) =O. Hence ((F,Y)~, ( N y ) t ) = h,bt, ( N y ) t ) . Case 3 follows by .Assertion 2.
Since the inner product is non-negative in all three cases, (D3) holds. Q.E.D.
Part b )
.4ssume, for simplicity. that B>O. 
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